Fairing
VFM40

Fits Vision 40swb, 50, 60 and 80 series bikes.
Does NOT fit R32 or R40LWB/MWB

Congratulations on your purchase of the Vision VFM40. This fairing offers excellent
weather protection and will dramatically improve the aerodynamics of your Vision.
The VFM40 is designed to fit the Vision 40. 50. 60 and 80 series bikes.
Note: This unit will not fit a Vision R30 or R32.
To install the VFM40 on your Vision, please follow these directions carefully. Before you
start, make sure your boom has been adjusted correctly for your leg length. If you are new
to the bike, it would be a good idea to ride it for several days to make sure your boom
adjustment is correct prior to installing your fairing.
Remove the black plug from the end of the front derailleur support tube. Slide the fairing
mounting stem into the tube. If it does not fit, try carefully loosening the front derailleur
clamp, or looking for iregularities inside the support tube. After the stem is in place, be
sure to retighten the front derailleur clamp securely.
Insert the stem at least to the minimum insertion mark, align the stem facing directly
forward and tighten the wedge bolt securely (the 6mm hex bolt accessed through the top of
the stem)
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Carefully remove the bubble from its box. Pull
the protective paper away from the mounting
holes. Unroll the bubble and lay it out on the
frame. Slide a nylon washer and then a rubber
washer onto a nylon screw, and insert through the
bubble material. The rubber washer should be
contacting the bubble. Install a rubber washer on
the other side of the bubble, and thread the screw
through the fairing frame. Slide another nylon
washer onto the screw (outside of fairing frame)
and loosely screw a nylon nut onto the end of the
bolt on the inside of the frame mount. Loosely
install one bolt in each of the three mounting
points, spreading the fairing to fit, then install the
last three bolts in the same manner. Tighten all
the bolts four full turns. Do not overtighten.
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Make sure the mounting stem is aligned pointing
forward.
Sit on the bike and pull the faring bubble edge
down. The top edge of the bubble should line up
with your shirt collar. Get off the bike and set the
rear travel stop against the mounting stem, limiting the rearward travel of the bubble to the
appropriate point. Tighten the travel stop bolt.
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Tighten the stem mounting bolt to the point where
the bubble will move forward when you apply
pressure to the top edge.
Loosen up the frame slider bolts, then sit on the
bike. Slide the bubble and frame slider back or
forth to get adequate clearance from your body or
the handlebars on over-seat steering models. Flip
the bubble up into the dismount position and
check clearance between the pedals and the
bubble. When you have the fore and aft position
of the bubble correct, tighten the frame slider
bolts.
Recheck all bolts and fittings before every ride.
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To mount your bike with the VFM40 in place, tilt the
bubble forward by grasping the top edge and applying upward pressure.
If you have over seat steering, tilt your handlebars
forward as well.
Sit on the bike and pull the bubble back down against
the travel stop.
The top edge of the bubble should be level with your
shirt collar—you look over the fairing, not through it.
You should have enough clearance between the
fairing and over seat handlebars to allow for full
lock turns, as well as pedal and foot clearance. If
you can not set the bubble up to get foot and handlebar clearance, do not ride the bike, see you local
Vision dealer.

Warranty
Your VFM40 comes with a limited warranty.
The Bubble is warranted against defects in materials or
workmanship for 30 days from date of purchase. The frame is
warranted for one year from date of purchase. All warranties,
written or implied, are for the original purchaser only, and
only cover replacement or repair of the item. This warranty
only applies to the VFM40 system purchased through ATP,
Inc (Vision Recumbent Bicycles).
You must call ATP, Inc. for a return authorization number, and
then send the item(s) in question back to us, postage paid.
Upon examination, we will repair or replace them, at our
discretion.
We also offer a "no questions asked" exchange policy. If your
fairing bubble or frame is damaged in any way whatsoever
after the warranty period expires, we will replace it for a
$100 flat fee. All you have to do is call us for a exchange
number, return the damaged item to us (postage paid) with a
money order for $100 for each fairing bubble OR frame
exchange requested, and your receipt. We will send you a new
unit. This exchange program is good for life to the original
owner.
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